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Overview of a Lab Report

Our lab reports in this class will follow the American Psychological Association style as described in the
APA Style Manual (American Psychological Association, 2010). There are typically seven parts to an APA
manuscript:

1. Title Page
2. Abstract Page
3. Introduction
4. Methods
5. Results
6. Discussion
7. References

Check out the Sample APA Manuscript (Guide) that is posted on the course website:
http://psych.colorado.edu/~lharvey/P4165/P4165_2018_3_Fall/Main_Page_2018_Fall_PSYC4165.html

For this first lab report the Results section will have two parts:

• 5a. Individual Results
• 5b. Group Results

We provide you with a folder that contains all the parts of lab report. Download the folder
“My_Lab_0_Report_2018_Fall_Broken” from the course website:

http://psych.colorado.edu/~lharvey/P4165/P4165_2018_3_Fall/Main_Page_2018_Fall_PSYC4165.
html

Click on the Lab 0 Report Template and the “My_Lab_0_Report_2018_Fall_Broken” folder will download
into your Download folder. Move this folder onto your Desktop into the single folder that contains all your
Lab 0 material. Open the “My_Lab_0_Report_2018_Fall_Broken” folder. You will see the following 12
items inside the folder:

1. My_Lab_0_Report_2018_Fall.Rproj
2. my_lab_0.0_Additional_files
3. my_lab_0.0_Report.pdf
4. my_lab_0.0_Report.Rmd
5. my_lab_0.1_Title Page.Rmd
6. my_lab_0.2_Abstract.Rmd
7. my_lab_0.3_Introduction.Rmd
8. my_lab_0.4_Methods.Rmd
9. my_lab_0.5a_Individual_Results.Rmd

10. my_lab_0.5b_Group_Results.Rmd
11. my_lab_0.6_Discussion.Rmd
12. my_lab_0.7_References.Rmd

There are eight R Markdown (Rmd) files corresponding to the eight sections of the lab report (there are two
results sections: individual and group). There is also a master Rmd file (my_lab_0.0 Report.Rmd) that will
combine the separate Rmd files into one final document. There is also a folder, my_lab_0.0_Additional_files
that holds additional files that are needed for your report. Do not delete any of these files. The idea is that
main report folder will be completely self-contained. You will need to copy your individual data file (the
one you uploaded to Canvas last week) and the group data file (the one you will download today) into the
additional_files folder.

Finally there is a so-called project file: this folder is an R Studio project folder. When you double-click on
the My_Lab_0_Report_2018_Fall.Rproj it will launch R Studio and allow you to see the files in the folder
(using the Files tab in the lower right R Studio pane). The advantage of R Studio Projects is that each
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Project Folder is a separate R process. You can have several project windows open at the same time and
each one does not interfere with the other.

Edit the Individual Results R Markdown File

Click on the Files tab in the R Studio lower right pane. You will see the files and the folder. You can edit
any of the Rmd files simply by clicking on the file name. Click on the my_lab_0.5a_Individual_Results.Rmd
file to open it in the editor pane. The text in this Individual Results file has been edited to remove most of
the instructions from last week to make it more like an actual lab report. You can add you own text where
you see fit. The r-code chunks in the file are almost identical to those in the file you used last week to analyze
your individual data.

You only need to edit one line of code in this file in order for the R Markdown file will run properly: Edit the
individual data file name on line 22 to insert your own csv file name. Your data file, the csv file from last
week, must be in the additional_files folder. Now choose knit to make sure that this section runs properly

Download Lab 0 Group Data Files from the course website

There is one file in the folder: lab_0b_group_data_wide.csv. Move this file into themy_lab_0.0_Additional_files
folder in your lab report folder. In this manner the group analysis results Rmd file will be able to access the
group data. The data in this group file are in a “wide” format: there is one row for each subject. Each
row contains a subject identifier, the order in with standard orientations were tested, the mean, standard
deviations, and goodness-of-fit (AIC) measure that resulted from the analysis you did last week on your
individual data files. The code chunks will read in the data file, transform the data from the wide format to
a long format where each row represents a single observation, a form that many R statistical procedures need
as input.

Edit the Group Results R Markdown File

Open the group analysis markdown file by selecting the file my_lab_0.5b_Group_Results.Rmd from the file
list in the Report project. There are four code chunks that are empty and require you to add code. The
broken code chunks have broken appended to their chunk name. The correct R code that belongs in these
broken chunks is given below. Be sure to type slowly and carefully. Observe upper and lower case. The
slightest error in typing will break your code.
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Broken Code Chunks

1. Code Chunk effect-size-broken

Find this code chunk in the my_lab_0.5b_Group_Results.Rmd file. It computes the effect size of orientation
on the JND and on the AIC for each subject. Type this code exactly as it appears here into the empty code
chunk.
# subsets of the data
df.00 <- subset(df, standard == "00")
df.45 <- subset(df, standard == "45")

# compute effects of orientation standard (0 vs 45) on the JND and the AIC.
es.jnd <- df.45$sd - df.00$sd
es.aic <- df.45$aic - df.00$aic

# add them to the data frames
df.00$es.jnd <- es.jnd
df.00$es.aic <- es.aic

df.45$es.jnd <- es.jnd
df.45$es.aic <- es.aic

2. Code Chunk compute-means-broken

Often you want to know the means of a variable over the levels of a factor. For example you might want to
know the mean JND for the two standard orientations (0 and 45 deg). One easy way to compute these means
is with the powerful aggregate() function. It uses the standard formula syntax that is used for plotting and
statistical modeling. If you wanted to know the mean JND, which is in the sd column of data frame df, for
each of the two standard orientations, you would use the formula with aggregate() shown in the next code
chunk. Type the contents of this chunk into the corresponding empty chunk in the group Rmd file.
# compute the mean jnd and the mean aic for the two standard orientations
mu.jnd.ori <- aggregate(sd ~ standard, df, mean)
mu.aic.ori <- aggregate(aic ~ standard, df, mean)

# put them in one data frame.
mu.ori <- merge(mu.jnd.ori, mu.aic.ori)

# remove the individual data frames
rm("mu.jnd.ori", "mu.aic.ori")
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3. Code Chunk print-standard-means-table-broken

You can print a table from a data frame using the kable() function from the knitr package, that is installed
as part of R Studio. kable() gives you more control over formatting and works well with a data frame,
especially a data frame produced by aggregate() which we used above to create the objects mu.jnd.ori
and mu.aic.ori and merged them together to make the mu.ori data frame. You simply evoke kable()
with the name of the data frame. Use help to learn about options. The knitr package was loaded by the
library("knitr") command in the code chunk at the top of this document. I used the col.names argument
to label the dependent variable “JND” instead of “sd” as it is called in the data frame.
kable(mu.ori,

col.names = c("Standard Orientation", "JND", "AIC"),
digits = c(1, 2, 1),
align = c("c","c", "c"),
caption = "\\label{tab:muStand}Mean JND and mean AIC for
the two standard orientations, 0 deg and 45 deg.")

4. Code Chunk print-order-means-table-broken

Likewise, compute and print the mean JNDs and AIC for the two testing testing orders (0 deg then 45 or
visa versa).
# compute the mean jnd and the mean aic for the two standard orientations
mu.jnd.ord <- aggregate(sd ~ order, df, mean)
mu.aic.ord <- aggregate(aic ~ order, df, mean)

# put them in one data frame.
mu.ord <- merge(mu.jnd.ord, mu.aic.ord)

# remove the individual data frames
rm("mu.jnd.ord", "mu.aic.ord")

kable(mu.ord,
col.names = c("Testing Order", "JND", "AIC"),
digits = c(1, 2, 1),
align = c("c","c"),
caption = "\\label{tab:muOrder}Mean JND and mean AIC for the two testing orders.")

When you are finished inserting these code chunks, you should be able to “Run All” without errors and knit
the file to pdf output.

Complete Lab Report

Open the title page Rmd file and type your name near the top to change the value of tp.authors. Look at
the discussion section and make any changes you feel appropriate. Finally open the my_lab_0.0_Report.Rmd.
This is the master file that combines all of the separate sections into one complete lab report. All you have
to do is click on the knit button at the top of the R Studio edit pane and if all goes well, a complete pdf
document will be produced. Upload this complete pdf file, my_lab_0.0_Report.pdf to Canvas.
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Congratulations

A lot of the material is probably new to you. It is normal to be confused and overwhelmed. But we guarantee
that in a few weeks it all will make sense to you.
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